The following sessions are available at the Shipwreck Centre & Maritime Museum

**Forgotten Wrecks Of The First World War** – using objects from the museum we explore some of the shipwrecks in the area and explore the Forgotten Wrecks Of The First World War.

**The Art Of The Museum** – this session invites visitors to document and photograph artefacts and to look at how museums work. The museum and collection are available for use within art sessions.

**The Golden Age Of Piracy** – we will look at the historical facts and timeline of smuggling history. From past centuries through to popular culture, pirates and piracy engage all ages.

**The History Of Diving** – this session looks at how diving has developed from antiquity through to the modern day and will include a look at dive kit old and new.

**Maritime Archaeology** – exploring the work of a maritime archaeologist including techniques, working on shipwrecks and dive kit.

**Pre-History** – through the artefacts and research carried out by the Maritime Archaeology Trust, we can explore artefacts from Bouldnor Cliff, an 8000 year old Mesolithic settlement off the coast of the Isle of Wight. This provides a closer look at coastline changes and coastline villages.

**Project Support** – Our Education Officer can advise and support group and individual research projects.

**Submarines And Submariners** – explore the history of submarines and their story throughout peace time and during times of conflict such as WWI and WWII. Periscopes and propellers also feature in this session with an overview of ship wreck identification and preservation.